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Abstract 
The principles of the DIRC ring imaging Cherenkov technique are briefly explained and its choice for the BABAR 

detector particle identification system is motivated. A large scale prototype of the DIRC for the BABAR experiment is then 
described. Details of the design of this prototype and its test in a hadronic particle beam at the CERN-PS are presented, and 
results from various prototype and test configurations are given. For example, after correcting for geometrical acceptance 
and estimated collection effects, the number of photoelectrons was measured to be 146 f 1.8 f 9 cm-‘, for a track angle 
of 20” at zero photon transmission distance. The effective attenuation loss was measured to be 4.1 f 0.7% per meter of 
bar length, and the observed single photon resolution was 10.0 f 0.2 mrad. This performance is consistent with what was 
expected from earlier tests and Monte Carlo simulations, and will be fully adequate for the physics demands of the BABAR 
experiment. 

1. Introduction 

A new type of detector for particle identification will 
be used in the BABAR experiment at the SLAC B Factory 

* Corresponding author. 

(PEP-II). This barrel region detector is called DIRC, an 
acronym for Detection of Internally Reflected eherenkov 
(light). This section brieffy describes the DIRC as it will 
be constructed and used at BABAR, motivating the pro- 
totype and tests that are the subject of the rest of this 
article. 

0168-9002/971$17.00 Copyright 0 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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1.1. Particle ident$catim at BABAR and PEP-II 

PEP-II is an asymmetric e+e- collider, with beam 

energies of 9 upon 3.1 Ge V [ 11. BABAR is the detector ded- 

icated to observing the collisions at PEP-II, with a primary 

physics goal of observing CP violation in the B”B” system 

[2]. BABAR is expected to begin taking data early in 1999. 

The identification of charged particles as pions, kaons, or 

protons will be of utmost importance for the primary physics 
goal of detecting CP violation. Particle identification (PID) 
will be needed both to reconstruct one of the two B measons 

in an exclusive decay mode, and to ‘tag’ the beauty content 
of the recoiling B meason (identify it as either a B” or a B” 

when it decayed). To satisfy these needs, the BABAR particle 
identification system must fulfill the following requirements: 

- Efficient B meason tagging requires good kaon identifica- 

tion up to momenta of about 2.0 GeV/c. In addition, the 

L raw decay processes B” + n z _ and B” -KK+np are 
important for the study of CP violation in BABAR. To dis- 

tinguish these two-body decay modes, the particle identi- 
fication system must be able to separate pions from kaons 

for momenta up to about 4.0 GeV/c at large dip angles in 
the laboratory frame (i.e. in the forward direction). 

~ The PEP-II beams will collide about every 4ns, and the 
expected trigger rates and integrated backgrounds are 
large. Therefore, the particle identification device must 

be relatively fast and tolerant of backgrounds. 
_ A calorimeter capable of very good energy resolution 

will surround the BABAR particle identification system. 
This calorimeter must detect low energy photons with 
good efficiency in order to reconstruct neutral pions, an- 

other crucial ingredient in B measons reconstruction. The 
incremental volume of material necessary to construct 

this calorimeter scales roughly linearly with the physical 

thickness of the PID system. To achieve the best calorime- 
ter performance and to minimize its cost, the PID sys- 
tem must therefore be thin and uniform in both radiation 

length and physical dimension. 

Simulations and early tests of the DIRC indicated that 

it was capable of satisfying all of these requirements. The 
full scale prototype described in this note was constructed 
to refine the performance estimates, and to gain experience 
in construction and exploitation of this novel device. The 
DIRC was officially selected as the BABAR barrel parti- 
cle identification system shortly before this prototype was 
completed. 

1.2. The DIRC concept 

Charged particle identification is commonly performed 
by measuring the speed of a particle. The particle mass 
(and hence its identity) is determined through relativistic 
kinematics by combining this speed with an independent 
measurement of the particle’s momentum. Particle speed can 

Side View 

PMT Plane 

Fig. 1. Schematic of a single radiator bar of a DIRC counter. 

The particle trajectory is shown as a dot-dash line, the eherenkov 

photons as solid lines with arrows. 

be measured directly in time-of-flight systems, or indirectly 
using the speed dependence of various particle interactions 
with bulk matter. The DIRC, as well as other particle iden- 

tification devices, uses Cherenkov radiation [3], exploiting 
the particle speed dependence of the opening angle of the 

produced light cone. 
A traditional Cherenkov-based particle identification de- 

tector is the proximity-focused RICH [4]. In these detectors, 

Cherenkov light is generated in a thin radiating medium and 
emerges as a cone around the particle trajectory. The photon 
detector lies along the particle path and must be sufficiently 
far away from the radiator to provide adequate angular res- 
olution. Some Cherenkov light is trapped in the radiator due 
to total internal reflection, which reduces the effectiveness 
of this type of device when particles intersect the radiator 
surface obliquely. 

In the DIRC concept [5], this traditional method of 
detecting Cherenkov photons is inverted, with the photons 
transmitted through the radiator being lost, while those 
trapped in the radiator due to total internal reflection be- 
ing detectable. This is shown schematically in Fig. 1. The 
DIRC radiator is a long, straight bar with a rectangular cross 
section. Once generated, the Cherenkov light is transported 
through successive total internal reflections to the ends of 
the radiator bars. Since the cross-section is rectangular, 
reflections at the surfaces of the bar preserve the magnitude 



of the Cherenkov angle at which the photon was produced, 

but add up-down and left-right ambiguities. The DIRC’s 

effectiveness increases with the steepness of the particle 

incident angle, as more light is both generated and trapped 
at steeper angles, matching well with the specific needs 

of BABAR. 

To maximize the fraction of trapped light, the bar is made 
from a material with a high refractive index, typically fused 

silica (quartz), and is held in an environment with low re- 
fractive index, typically air or nitrogen. Quartz is a good 
choice for the bar material due to its high refractive index. 
low chromatic dispersion, long radiation length, long vol- 

ume absorption length for near UV light, and because it can 

be given a high quality optical finish. 
Depending on the particle incident angle, Cherenkov light 

trapped in the DIRC bar will be reflected to either one or 

both bar ends. To avoid having to instrument both bar ends 
with photon detectors, a mirror is placed at one end, perpen- 
dicular to the bar axis. This mirror returns most of the in- 
cident photons to the other (instrumented) bar end. The bar 
end mirror preserves the Cherenkov production angle at the 

cost of an additional ambiguity. This front-back ambiguity 
can generally be resolved by measuring the photon arrival 

time. 
Most of the photons exit the bar when they reach the 

instrumented end, and the Cherenkov image is then al- 
lowed to expand. The expansion medium is chosen to have 
a refractive index which approximately matches that of 

the bar, in order to minimize the total internal reflection 

at their interface. Purified water is a good choice for the 
expansion medium because of its high refractive index, 

its reasonable cost, and its large absorption length in the 
Cherenkov light wavelengths accessible to photomultiplier 
tubes (PMTs). The wavelength dependence of water’s re- 
fractive index also matches well with that of quartz, giving 
a small chromatic dispersion to the light refraction at their 
interface. This region containing the water is called the 
Standoff Box (SOB). 

Photons are detected on a two-dimensional surface outside 
the particle-sensitive volume of the detector. Detection is 
performed by PMTs. The expected Cherenkov light pattern 

at this surface is essentially a conic section, whose cone 
opening angle is the Cherenkov production angle modified 
by refraction as it emerges from the bar end. The conic 
section image would be doubled because of the up-down 
reflection ambiguity, except that a mirror is used to reflect 
the lower arc onto the upper one. This mirror is slightly 
tilted, to minimize the displacement of the reflected image 
due to the finite bar thickness. 

The left-right reflection ambiguity, however, does pro- 
duce a double image, except when the particle incident an- 
gle is normal to the surface in the transverse projection. 
In the general case, the DIRC Cherenkov image consists 
of two tonics tilted with respect to each other by twice 
the magnitude of the transverse incidence angle. External 
measurement of this angle by a tracking chamber will al- 

low these images to be combined during Cherenkov angle 

reconstruction. 
A further reduction in the area requiring instrumenta- 

tion can be made by reflecting the Cherenkov light emitted 
from the bar at large angles back into a more central range. 

This reflection adds another ambiguity. which can generally 
be resolved by pattern recognition during Cherenkov angle 

reconstruction. 
Preliminary tests of the DIRC concept were made in 

1993-1994 [6]. These tests used a 2.4m long bar with a 
hardened cosmic-muon beam. Cherenkov photons were de- 
tected either by a single phototube glued to the bar end (to 

measure the total photoelectron rate), or by a small array 
of phototubes suspended in air at varying distances up to 

9Ocm from the bar end to measure the angular resolution, 

and these results were compared with simulations. Input to 

the simulation included an estimate of the PMT spectral 
response provided by the manufacturer. and known trans- 
mission properties of the materials involved. These tests 

measured a Cherenkov quality factor No at zero transmis- 
sion distance of 150cm-‘. and a photon attenuation of 
8.5 * 0.6% per meter of bar length. An angular resolution 
corresponding to IO AI 1 mrad in water was also measured. 

These results were consistent with simulations. 

1.3. Thc~ DIRC’fbr BABAR 

The BABAR detector is shown schematically in an eleva- 

tion view section in Fig. 2. It is built around a solenoidal 
magnet, and thus has a cylindrical central barrel region, The 

DIRC bars will be arranged as a 12-sided polygonal barrel 
between the drift chamber and the crystal calorimeter. Each 

side of the polygon will consist of 12 bars placed very close 

together (75 urn gap) side by side, for a total of 144 bars. 
In the present design the bars have transverse dimensions 

of 1.7 cm thick by 3.5 cm wide. and are about 4.90 m long. 
The length is achieved by gluing end-to-end four 1.225 m 
bars, that size being the longest high quality quartz bar cur- 

rently available from industry. 
The mirrors in the Standoff Box described in Section 

1.2 have recently been replaced in the BABAR DIRC de- 

sign by a quartz ‘wedge’ which is glued to the signal end 

of each bar. The wedge is a 9cm long block of quartz 
with the same width as the bars (3.5 cm). and a trapezoidal 
profile (2.8 cm high at the bar end and 8 cm high at the 

quartz window which provides the interface to the water). 
Total internal reflection on all sides of the quartz wedge 
provides nearly lossless reflection, thereby increasing the 
number of detectable photons relative to the mirror design. 

The wedge design also slightly improves the angular res- 
olution, allows a stronger and more robust water seal, and 
eliminates the need for post-installation alignment of the 
mirrors. 

The DIRC will occupy 8cm of radial space including 
supports and construction tolerances. The bars will cover 
94% of the azimuthal angle, 87% of the center-of-mass polar 
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Fig. 2. Schematic midplane section of the top half of the BABAR detector and its DIRC. The high momentum beam will be incident from 

the left, defining the forward direction. 

angle (cos 8), and present approximately 14% of a radia- 
tion length to normal incident particles. Mechanical support 
materials in the active region contribute about another 5% 

of a radiation length to particles at normal incidence. 
Because of the beam momentum asymmetry, the center- 

of-mass polar angle distribution is compressed in the lab- 

oratory forward direction, and expanded in the backward 
direction. To minimize the interference with other detector 
systems in the crowded forward region, the DIRC instru- 

mented end will be in the backward direction. 

Thick barrel end-caps are needed to return the solenoid’s 
magnetic flux. The DIRC bars will extend through this steel 
to bring the eherenkov light outside the active and mag- 

netic volume. To maintain at least 95% of their nominal 
efficiency, the PMTs must be kept in a region free from 
transverse magnetic fields stronger than about 2 G. A steel 
enclosure around the Standoff Box together with a bucking 

coil mounted on BABAR near the beam-line will be used to 
keep the fringe field from the solenoid below this level over 

the full active surface. 
The relatively small aspect ratio of the DIRC (length to 

diameter) allows a cantilevered mechanical support to be 
used. The cantilever will be supported in the iron end-cap 
region by a thick steel tube, which also helps to minimize 

the magnetic flux gap caused by the quartz bars. The bars 
will be supported in the active region by a thin extension of 

this tube. This active volume support tube will be made of 
thin aluminum inner and outer shells covering an aluminum 
frame. The frame will be made of thin-wall bulkhead rings 
spaced every 60 cm along the tube axis. The space between 
the bulkheads will be filled by construction foam. There 
will be no DIRC mechanical supports in the forward end of 
BABAR, minimizing its impact on the other detector systems 

located there. 
The BABAR DlRC will use 2.82 cm diameter PMTs con- 

structed by Thorn EMI [7]. These tubes have high gain and 
good quantum efficiency (around 25%) in the cherenkov 

wavelengths transmitted by both quartz and water, and are 
available at modest price. These will be arranged in a nearly 
close-packed hexagonal pattern on the detection surface. 

Hexagonal light concentrators on the front of the PMTs will 
result in an effective active surface area fraction of approx- 
imately 90%. 

The PMTs will lie on a surface that is approximately 
toroidal. The distance traversed in the water by the photons 
emerging from the bar end will be 1.17 m. This distance, 
together with the size of the bars and PMTs. gives a ge- 

ometric contribution to the single photon eherenkov angle 
resolution of 7 mrad. This geometric contribution is approx- 
imately equal to the resolution contribution coming from the 
production and transmission dispersions. 

More information on the BABAR DIRC, including perfor- 

mance estimates for pion/kaon separation, can be found in 

[21. 

2. The DIRC Prototype II 

While early tests and simulations of the DIRC concept 

showed promise, many issues remained to be resolved be- 
fore a DIRC detector for BABAR could be designed. The 

DIRC Prototype II detector was constructed to address these 
concerns. It was completed in April 1995, and was tested 
briefly in a hardened cosmic muon beam at LBL. Shortly 
thereafter, the detector was shipped to CERN where it was 
tested in a particle beam over a 12 month period. The detec- 
tor was modified many times in the course of these tests, both 
to improve the performance of the prototype and to test new 
schemes for the BABAR DIRC . This remainder of this paper 
describes the original Prototype II plus those modifications 
which have direct relevance to the performance results pre- 
sented. Only CERN beam-test results will be presented in 
this paper. 
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Fig. 3. Isometric drawing of Prototype Il. 
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The general concerns which Prototype II was intended to 
address were: 

- to refine the early performance estimates; 
_ to explore the engineering issues associated with con- 

structing a large DIRC detector; 
_ to gain experience in the long-term operation of a large 

DIRC detector; 
_ to provide a test-bench for new ideas as the design of the 

BABAR DIRC proceeded. 

The principal specific goals of Prototype II were: 

to observe nearly complete single-particle Cherenkov 
rings with a water-filled standoff region; 
to measure the photoelectron yield; 
to refine the measurement of photon attenuation due to 
bar transmission and potential light loss at the glue joint; 
to measure the single photon Cherenkov angle resolution 

as a function of the position and angle of incident parti- 
cles; 
to measure the single photon Cherenkov angle resolution 
as a function of the photon position within the Cherenkov 
ring; 
to use identified pions and protons in the beam to di- 
rectly measure the particle identification performance of 
a DIRC ; 
to measure the photon arrival time resolution, and study 
its use in pattern recognition and background rejection; 
to study the sensitivity of a DIRC to cosmic ray, beam- 
induced, and intrinsic backgrounds; 
to study potential light cross-talk between side-by-side 
bars; 

_ to test the ~ctioning of different calibration systems; 
_ to achieve a reliable and robust containment of several 

tons of water; 
_ to achieve and maintain a large attenuation length for 

Cherenkov wavelength light in the water; 
_ to achieve secure and non-damaging mechanical support 

for the quartz bars; 
- to test the operating performance of PMTs jnlrne~ed in 

water; 
_ to evaluate the performance of light concentrators. 

2.2. ~~~c~~?l~e~l coi~p~~~n~s Of P~ot~~t~p~ II 

The Prototype II consisted of three major mechanical as- 
semblies (see Fig. 3): 

- One or two quartz bars inside a protective box. The bars 
were coupled to the Standoff Box through a small quartz 
entrance window. 

- A Standoff Box to hold the water, with its mechanical 

support. This assembly included a small quartz window 
interface where Cherenkov light from the bar entered the 
Standoff Box, and a three by three array of nine large 

quartz windows which allowed the light to pass through 
to the PMTs after image expansion. 

- An array of PMTs. These were optically and mechanically 
coupled to the Standoff Box exit windows through a thin 
W-clear silicone rubber sheet. 

For economic reasons, the full image plane of Prototype II 
could not be instrumented. Instead, a sufficient number of 
PMTs were purchased to allow covering the Cherenkov ring 
associated with a single particle incident angle. Separating 
the PMTs from the water by exit windows allowed 
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Fig. 4. Photograph of the prototype during the CERN beam tests. 

rc-arranging the PMTs to cover different particle incident 
angles without draining the water. The segmentation into 

nine windows facilitated the manufacturing and handling. 
and allowed some flexibility in testing different PMT 

mounting arrangements. In particular. one window was 
later replaced with a jig which held the PMTs directly in 
the water. A photograph of the prototype during the CERN 
beam tests is shown in Fig. 4. 

The bars were made from an optical grade vitreous fused 

silica obtained from natural silicon dioxide [S]. The raw 
material was obtained in large cylindrical ingots 7.6cm 
in diameter by 245 cm long. Measurements of the bulk 
attenuation length with a He-Cd laser indicated a typical 

light loss of about 3% per meter at 325 nm and about I% 
per meter at 442 nm. Six 4.73 cm by 1.7 cm by 120 cm bars 
were formed from each of these ingots using modifications 
of conventional optical processing techniques [9]. In general 
form, the bars produced were rectangular blocks polished on 
all six sides. In order to preserve the photon angles during 
surface reflections and to allow a good mechanical fit in the 
bar box, the faces and sides were nominally parallel while 

the orthogonal surfaces were kept nominally perpendicular. 

Typically, the bar’s surfaces were flat and parallel to about 
0.025 mm, while the orthogonal surfaces were perpendicular 

to a tolerance of 0.3 mrad. The most difficult requirements 
were associated with maintaining the photon transmission 

during reflections at the surfaces of the bar. This led to rather 
severe requirements on edge sharpness and surface finish, 

which were met using a large (I? foot diameter) continuous 
polishing machine. After polishing, the bars had an aver- 

age edge radius less than 0.005 mm, and a nominal surface 
polish of better than 0.5 nm root mean squared. 

In principle, the surface finish determined the internal re- 

flection coefficient. In practice, this was modified by ad- 
ditional effects, most particularly the surface cleanliness. 

Even though care was exercised during bar handling and 
construction, the bars did become dirty after sitting un- 
der normal laboratory conditions, and required cleaning. 
The bars were cleaned with a number of solvents (water. 

ethanol, acetone. xylene) using drag-wiping followed by 
flushing and drying with clean N? gas. The 0.5 nm surface 
finish specification corresponds to a predicted internal re- 

flection coethcient of about 0.9999 at 442 nm near 45” inci- 
dence. Direct measurements of the reflection coefhcient with 
laser light to the required precision were difficult, but typi- 
cally gave internal reflection coefficients of about 0.9997 at 

442 nm with bars that had been recently cleaned [IO]. 
For most of the results presented in this paper. 

Prototype II was configured with a 2.4m long bar. which 

was made from two I .2 m long bars glued end to end with 
UV-transmitting epoxy [I I]. The area around the joint was 

carefully cleaned of excess glue in order to minimize the 

loss of useful surface area. 
Another configuration had two I .2 m bars mounted side 

by side and parallel, with a 75 pm air gap between them. 
The bars were attached to the Standoff Box as described 
below, allowing both to transmit Cherenkov photons into the 
Standoff Box. This configuration was used to test for light 
cross-talk between adjacent bars, as described in Section 6.8. 

The quartz radiator bars were housed inside a rectangu- 
lar bar box which provided support, and prevented dust and 
outside light from entering the system. The box was as- 
sembled from two aluminum parts with L-shaped cross sec- 
tions, which allowed the radiator bar to be installed without 
sliding. The box material was thinned in the regions where 
the beam penetrated to minimize interactions and scattering. 

Five adjustable nylon buttons supported the quartz bar at lo- 
cations designed to minimize the stress on the glue joints. 
The contact area of the supports was minimized to avoid 

light loss. 
A thin rectangular window (7 cm long by 3.5 cm high by 

0.4 cm thick) made from the same raw material as the bars 
was glued to one end of the bar. It was sealed into a window 
frame using RTV glue [12]. The bar box was coupled to 
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Fig. 5. Bar coupling to the water-filled Standoff Box. The entrance window is glued to the end of the bar and sealed to the inner radius of 

a compliant annular diaphragm, whose outer radius is sealed to a flange that is bolted to the bar box and the Standoff Box. 

the water tank through a compliant rubber diaphragm [13] 

attached to this frame (see Fig. 5). 
The quartz bar was spring loaded with a force equal to 

the weight of the bar, from the end of the bar box farther 
from the Standoff Box, to keep the glue joints under com- 

pression. The force was applied through the bar end mir- 
ror. This mirror had an over-coated aluminum front surface. 
The mirror was not optically coupled to the bar end. allow- 
ing a small air gap between them. This configuration was 

believed to give the largest net reflectivity, as some of the 
Cherenkov light was able to reflect nearly losslessly through 
total internal reflection. 

The Standoff Box was made of 3/8 in thick welded alu- 
minum plate with reinforcements, and contained a volume of 

1800 Ii, 30% of the BABAR DIRC volume. The Standoff Box 
was shaped roughly as an equilateral prism with triangular 

sides of 1.2 m and a length of 2.4 m. This geometry held 
the image plane I .2 m from the bar end at the closest point, 
inclined at 30” relative to the bar axis. The light opening 
angle of the Standoff Box was 60”. 

The triangular symmetry was broken by a narrow sur- 
face truncating one of the long edges. A central port on 
the narrow surface provided attachment for the bar box. 
An auxiliary port on this same surface was used for ob- 
servation, and for calibration devices. To prevent electrol- 
ysis, bolts that were in the water were gold plated, Wa- 
ter spigots for filling and draining were provided in several 
locations. 

The bottom of the Standoff Box held a plane glass mirror 
with front-surface aluminum and dielectric coatings [ 141. 

The mirror was supported by three pads whose heights were 

adjustable from outside the water volume. 

The back plane of the Standoff Box was made from a 
reinforced lattice made of welded and machined aluminum 
which could be removed as a unit. It was face-sealed to the 

rest of the Standoff Box by a flange with a large flat gasket. 
This lattice held the exit windows. and provided structure 

for supporting the PMTs. 
The nine exit windows (78.9 cm wide by 35.7 cm high by 

2.0cm thick) mounted on the back plane were made from 
the same raw material as the bars. They were glued into 
aluminum frames using RTV to make a water-tight seal. 

The window and frame assemblies were bolted to the back 
plane. An O-ring between the frame and the back plane 
flange provided the water seal. These windows defined the 

image plane of Prototype II. 
CERN provided ultra-pure water for the beam tests. The 

water was changed immediately before each beam run, and 

was not changed or cleaned during the run period (one to 
two weeks). Its cleanliness probably degraded slightly with 
time, but quantitative transmission measurements were not 
made during the tests. 

Hamamatsu model R268 PMTs were chosen to instrument 
Prototype II because of their small size, their high quantum 
efficiency, and because they have reasonable timing resolu- 
tion [IS]. The 456 selected tubes were chosen to have high 
gain and good stability in laboratory tests. 

The PMTs were bundled together mechanically and elec- 
trically into groups of 24. Tubes were sorted such that all 
tubes in a bundle had approximately the same gain when 
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Fig. 6. Two of the bundle configurations used for the tests. The 

PMTs with the highest occupancy for a large number of data events 

are shaded. The lines, which are the result of polynomial fits to the 

PMT occupancies, indicate the average position of the Cherenkov 

image in the detection plane. On the left: PMT arrangement for 

the configuration with Qd = 20” and cp = 0’. The position of the 

quartz bar is indicated. On the right: PMT arrangement for the 

configuration with 0, = 20’ and cp = IO’. The positions of the two 

side-by-side quartz bars are indicated. To study backgrounds, some 

of the bundles were placed away from the expected position of the 

Cherenkov image, for instance the isolated bundle in window 8. 

operated at a single voltage. The tubes were run at a gain of 
the order of 10’. A custom-built card distributed a common 

high voltage to all tubes in a bundle, and collected their sig- 
nals on a multi-pin connector. Raw tube signals were sent 

through roughly 30 m of coaxial cable to the amplifiers, re- 
sulting in about 30% signal loss at the amplifiers. 

The bundles were mechanically assembled from eight 
triplets of tubes. The triplets were glued together using RTV, 
with a threaded stainless steel rod glued between them. The 
eight triplets were held together by bolting the rods to a thick 
backing plate with appropriately positioned holes to hold the 
tubes in a close-pack hexagonal array. 

The bundles were attached to the Standoff Box exit 
windows through 3 mm thick pads of UV-transparent rub- 
ber [ 161. The bundles were held against the rubber pads by 

set screws in the Standoff Box back plane which pushed 
against the backing plate. A force of about five pounds per 
bundle was needed to eliminate most of the air gaps between 
the tubes and the rubber sheet. The positions of the bundles 
on the quartz back windows were established by plastic 
templates, which touched the tubes on two or three sides of 
the bundles. The templates (and hence the bundles) could 
be positioned, with a precision better than 1 mm, over most 
of the quartz window. Usually, the bundle positions were 

proportional 
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Fig. 7. Top view (not to scale) of the T9 beam line at the CERN 

PS during the Prototype II tests. 

optimized to cover as much of the expected Cherenkov 
ring as possible for given running conditions. Bundles were 

sometimes placed outside the expected Cherenkov ring 
region for background studies. Fig. 6 shows two typical 

bundle configurations. 

3. Test conditions 

Prototype II was installed in the T9 zone of the CERN 

PS East Hall. Fig. 7 presents a schematic view of the beam 
line and the experimental setup. 

3.1. Prototype II support carriage 

Prototype II was installed on a carriage which could trans- 
late and rotate in several dimensions. The carriage rolled on 
rails perpendicular to the beam line, changing the distance 
the Cherenkov light had to travel along the bar to reach the 
Standoff Box. Prototype II could also be translated verti- 
cally to center the beam in the bar, and to vertically scan 
the bar. The beam entry point at the quartz bar was verified 
by optical survey. The carriage also allowed Prototype II to 
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rotate on its vertical axis, providing selectable particle inci- 

dent angles with a precision of about half a degree. 
An additional apparatus was used to tilt Prototype II 

around the bar axis by up to f 10”. Tilting about the bar axis 
gave a non-zero azimuthal component to the particle-bar in- 
cident angle. Azimuthal tilting was only used to study bar 
cross-talk, as presented in Section 6.8. For all other results, 

the tilt angle was set to zero. 

3.2. The hearnline system 

The T9 beam provided unseparated secondary particles in 
a momentum range between 0.8 and 10 GeV/c. The beam 

momentum setting accuracy was about 1% of its value. It 

was operated with positive particles (mainly protons, pions, 
and positrons) at low intensity, delivering around lo4 parti- 

cles to the test area per spill. 
The macroscopic beam time structure consisted of a 0.5 s 

spill every 15 s. During some periods, the spill period was 
reduced to 7.5 s. Probable micro-structure in the beam spill 
was not documented, and was never directly observed in 

these tests. 
The beam line was equipped with two gas threshold 

eherenkov counters. The counters were pressurized to 
3.3 bar, and filled with CO1 or helium. The CO2 counter 

at 3.3 bar identified positrons below around 2 GeV/c, and 
separated pions and positrons from protons above roughly 

3 GeV/c. The helium counter separated positrons from 

protons and pions below about 6 GeV/c. 
Additional beamline particle identification was accom- 

plished using a time-of-flight system (TOF), consisting of 

two beam counters separated by a flight path of 17 m. The 
timing resolution of this system was measured to be 115 ps 
(80 ps per counter) which allowed very good pion/proton 
separation up to momenta of 7 GeVJc, and pion/kaon sepa- 
ration up to momenta of 3.7 GeV/c (see Fig. 8). 

Comparison of the TOF system with the threshold 

eherenkov counters in the overlap of their respective ranges 
(around 5 GeV.;c) indicated negligible cross-contamination 
of pion and proton samples selected with a simple 3 stan- 
dard deviations consistency/rejection cut. This selection 

was used to define the identified particle samples referred 
to later in this paper. 

Three multi-wire proportional chambers (MWPC) were 
installed on the beam line. The first two chambers were 
located upstream of the bar. They were separated by about 
two meters, and served to measure the angle and position 
of particles incident on the quartz bar. The third chamber 

was located 2.5 m downstream of the bar, and served to 
measure scattering in the bar. Each chamber had two wire 
planes with a wire pitch of 1.27mm, allowing a precise 
position measurement in both directions perpendicular to the 
beam. 

Tracks were fit from the MWPCs data using a standard 
least-squares algorithm. The three chambers were precisely 
aligned with respect to the beam using the data. The position 

of the beam relative to the bar was determined both from 

survey and from the data. The residuals of high-momentum 

track fits indicate a root mean squared tracking resolution at 

the quartz bar of better than 0.5 mm in position and 1 mrad 
in direction. 

The trigger was generated as the coincidence of signals 
from several plastic scintillation counters. The small size 

(1 cm by 1 cm) of the furthest upstream trigger counter de- 

fined a small solid angle acceptance, and insured that trig- 
ger particles intersected the bar. This also limited the trigger 

rate. The beam profile at the bar for triggering particles was 

measured to be roughly Gaussian, with a width of approxi- 

mately 1 cm root mean squared in each transverse direction. 

The angular spread of triggering particles was approximately 

1 mrad. 
In addition to this coincidence trigger, roughly 10% of all 

triggers were randomly initiated by a clock both during and 
between beam spills. These triggers were used to monitor 

backgrounds. 
A beam halo veto counter made of scintillation counters 

was installed on the beam line close to the beam extraction. 

A large scintillation counter was also fixed on the Stand- 
off Box to flag particles crossing the water tank. Another 
set of counters was arranged along the quartz bar outside 

the region populated by trigger particles. These counters 

were used offline to tag events with associated beam halo 
particles. 

3.3. Datu acquisition and electronics 

The Data Acquisition (DAQ) system for Prototype II used 
VME and CAMAC front-end readout electronics controlled 

by a UNIX workstation. The connection between UNIX, 
VME, and CAMAC was made via VIC bus [ 171. The control 
software for the DAQ was written in a combination of C 

and Tcl/Tk [ 181. Stand-alone programs for calibration and 
online monitoring were written in a combination of C and 
Fortran 77. 

3.3.1. Readout electronics 
The DAQ electronics was housed in four CAMAC crates. 

One held the main DIRC readout electronics, consisting of 
a 528 channel LeCroy 2280/2282 lo-bit charge integrating 
(1 count = 0.25 PC) ADC system. Another held pattern units 
for reading the MWPCs, as well as ADCs and TDCs used 
to read out the trigger, TOF and veto counters. Two addi- 
tional crates held 36 LeCroy 4401 modules, which make 

simultaneous time and pulseheight measurement for PMTs. 
These 4-channel CAMAC units had a loops intrinsic time 
resolution with a useful range of 60ns. The amplitude of 
signals above the 30mV discriminator threshold were in- 
tegrated and digitized with a 1 pC per bit sensitivity. At 
most 144 PMTs could be read out with this system, but 
the specific subset of tubes being read out could be quickly 
changed. 
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Fig. 8. Time of flight of beam particles at 3 GeV/c momentum, with respect to p = 1 particles. as measured with the 17 m path TOF system. 

The overall DAQ rate was limited by the average 
2280/2282 digitization time of 2.5ms per event. Digital 
zero suppression in the 2280 system (with a threshold of 5 

counts) gave a low average event channel occupancy. so 
that data collection did not contribute appreciably to the 

dead-time. 
The Run Control user interface was written in Tcl/Tk. The 

finite state machine which controlled the DAQ was written 

in Tel. The event readout loop was written in two parts: a fast 
inner loop written in C, and a slower (outer) loop written 
in Tel. The fast loop polled for triggers and, upon receiving 
one, read out the electronics and logged the data to a disk on 

the SUN station. This double-loop structure allowed efficient 
data taking together with good user control and monitoring. 

Standard calibrations to measure pedestals and gains of 
the different electronics were performed regularly. In addi- 
tion, calibrations using an LED flasher and a xenon flasher 
were used periodically to measure the PMT response. 

Twelve high current (up to 5OmA per channel) high 
voltage power supplies were used to power the PMT bun- 
dles. A single power supply fed one or two bundles via 
a H.V. distribution box. The bundle voltages ranged from 
1350 to 1650 V, and were adjusted to set all the PMT gains 
within 10% of 1 x 10’. The voltages were monitored and 
adjusted a few times each day, and were found not to drift 
significantly. 

4. Data sample 

Prototype II data were recorded during six run periods 

of roughly two weeks each, starting in June 1995 and end- 
ing in June 1996. Preliminary analysis of the data from the 

first two periods revealed that the quartz bar surfaces were 
unacceptably dirty. This was evident from a much larger 

light loss per internal reflection than expected. The bar was 
carefully cleaned before the final four data taking periods. 
and all results presented in this paper come from those 

data. 
The coordinates used to describe the data sample condi- 

tions are defined graphically in Fig. 7. We defined a coor- 
dinate system with the ; axis as the bar axis, and the _Y axis 

across the thickness of the bar in the same general direction 
as the beam. The x direction was implicitly defined by the 
right hand rule. The origin of this system was at the Standoff 
Box end of the bar, where the bar axis intersected the plane 
of the entrance window. The beam direction was defined by 
two angles, f?~ = - tan’ b,/b,, and 9 = tar-’ b.Jb,,, where 
b,, b, and b, are the direction cosines of the beam in the 
above coordinate system. We defined the effective bar dis- 
tance Z as the distance traveled by the Cherenkov photons 
projected along the bar axis. In practice, 2 = z when & was 
positive, and Z = 2L - 2 when l3d was negative, where L is 
the total length of the bar. Data sets were specified by the 



x and Z position of the intersection of the beam with the 

surface of the bar, as well as by & and cp. 

The data sample can be grouped into five categories, ac- 
cording to the run setup and use in analysis. The data in 

these groups were taken at different times. 

- Z scan data. These data were taken at constant momen- 
tum (5.4 GeV) and particle incident angles (8~ = i 20”. 

cp = 0” ), at varying effective distance Z along the bar. 
A coarse scan with Z steps of 20 cm was performed over 

the full Z range (20 cm - 460 cm). These data were used 
to measure the photon yield of Prototype II, as well as 
the Cherenkov angle resolution. They were also used for 

systematic studies, and to evaluate the particle identifi- 

cation power of Prototype Il. They constitute the largest 
data sample obtained with Prototype II, comprising sev- 
eral million recorded triggers. In addition to the coarse Z 

scan, a fine scan with a Z step of 2 cm was performed, 
covering about 10 cm in range at various Z values. These 

were special purpose runs with an unusual Standoff Box 

mirror configuration, as described in Section 6.4. 
_ ~/~U~~UUZUH scan &to. These data were taken at constant 

Z and incident angles, at different beam momenta ranging 
from 0.8 to 10.5 GeV. These data were used to measure 
the refractive index of the quartz bar, and to establish the 
particle idellti~eation power of Prototype II as a function 
of momentum. 

_ cp .SUIH ~itrtrr. These data were taken when Prototype II 

was confi~rcd with two adjacent short bar. instead of the 
single long bar used in all other tests. These data were 
used to check for light cross-talk between adjacent bar. 

- ~~~~~~]r~~u~~~l tmts. Special studies were performed to un- 

derstand better the sources of background observed with 

Prototype II. These included scanning the beam across the 
bar in the x direction. moving PMT bundles far from the 
expected Cherenkov rings, and taking data with no water 
in the Standoff Box. 

- ~u~?~~r~~~t~(~~? fessIs. Various Prototype II configurations 
were evaluated with data, to determine which were best. 
These included a scan of the Standoff Box mirror pitch an- 

gle, tests of different PMTs and PMT mounting schemes, 
and tests of light concentrators on the ends of the PMTs. 
The results of these tests were used to improve the design 
of the BAB~R DIRC. 

5. ~on~guration tests 

To test the PMT immersion in water proposed for the 

BABAR DIRC, 48 PMTs were installed directly in the 
Standoff Box water. These were installed in two bundles of 
24, each arranged in a hexagonal pattern in an aluminium 
plate replacing one of the nine quartz windows. The tubes 
were fully immersed, and a long plastic [I91 feed-through 
was glued to the ends of the PMTs to connect them to the 
outside. The water seal between the feed-through and the 

plate was achieved with two O-rings. Thirteen 6.5 cm long 
1 mm diameter pins were soldered to the normal PMT pins 

to carry signals and voltages through the feed-through to 

a custom made base. The base ground was transmi~ed to 
the plate via a spring loaded connector. Over a two week 
test period no water leaks were observed, and the electron- 

ics behavior of the PMTs was found to be the same as for 

tubes in air. 
The BABAR DIRC proposal to equip each PMT with 

light concentrators was also tested. In these tests, one of 

the two 24-PMT bundles described above was equipped 
with a set of reflective cones. Each cone was 8mm tall 

with an outer diameter of 31 mm equal to the PMT spac- 

ing. and an inner diameter of 25mm equal to the photo- 
cathode diameter. To facilitate their mounting. ten cones 

were manufactured together in a single plaque of molded 
plastic. The cone plaques were polished and coated with 

a 600 nm Al layer followed by 200 nm of SiO:. The light 
collection improvement using the ConceI~trators measured 

in the Prototype II test was consistent with lab measure- 

ments, though their reflectivity was found to decrease 
by about 10% during their two week exposure to wa- 

ter. Research to improve the long-term rehectivity is in 
progress. 

6. Data analysis and results 

III this section the Prototype II data analysis methods 
and results are presented. First the general methods used 

in all analyses are described, then the specific analyses of 

the performance of Prototype II as a particle identification 
device. The topics described here were selected to high- 

light this performance, and are representative of al1 the 
tests which have been performed, but are not an exhaustive 
set. 

Analysis results involve the reconstmction of Cherenkov 
photon production information from observed PMT signals, 

The conventions to describe this reconstruction build on 
those defined in Section 4. We use the symbol ii,. to define 

the production cone opening angle in quartz, and & to define 
the azimuthal angle of Cherenkov photon production. For 
runs at q = 0, photons emitted in the ~‘-2 plane toward the 
Standoff Box are defined as ci,<. = 0. With this convention, 
the Prototype 11 acceptance covered a symmetric fraction 

of the Cherenkov cone around & =0 for positive &. and 
around & = ?r for negative 0,). 

The angle 0,. was defined as the angle with respect to 
the y-axis of the photon momenmm projected in the y-2 
plane. that is to say tj,, = - tan- ‘(c,/c, )+ where c,,. L’,- and 
c, are the direction cosines of the photon at emission, By 
convention. f& is positive when the photon travels toward 
the Standoff Box. In general, 8,. is a function of fl,,, iii,. and (ht. 
(Sin 0, = Sin tic, cos 0, +  cos fjd Sin 8, cos & ), and is simply 
equal to (IL! -t 0, when & = 0. 
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Table I sparsification cut was applied to all channels, to insure uni- 
Event selections for a typical run at 5.4GeV/c form electronic acceptance. 

Triggers 

Offline trigger 

Track Fit 

Extra MWPC Hits 

Large # Hits 

Beam line PID 

Selected pions 

Selected protons 

50 000 

45 000 

22 000 

13500 

8 000 

4 500 

3 000 

I500 

A hit was defined as a channel whose corrected signal was 
above this threshold. The random background hit rate (from 

electronics noise, dark current, and cosmic rays) was mea- 

sured using randomly triggered data (see Section 6.10.1). 
This noise hit rate was subtracted statistically from the data 
channel by channel during analysis. 

6.1. Run and event selection 

Using the reconstructed track, both f& and (bc were calcu- 
lated for each hit, assuming it was generated by a Cherenkov 

photon from that track, modulo discrete ambiguities. In the 
absence of further info~ation, the ambi~ity was ‘resolved’ 

by random assignment among the possible interpretations. 
The 8, values for the ambiguous solutions were generally 
degenerate. 

Good runs for analysis were selected based on the ob- 

served beam conditions (background rates and trigger rates) 
and on the observed detector performance for simple mea- 

surements (single-photon spectra and calibration results}. 
Events for analysis were selected from beam-triggered data 
based on cuts designed to reduce backgrounds. Table 1 gives 

an example of the effect of the selection cuts on a typical 
run at 5.4 GeV/c. 

For a given geometric configuration (tube position and 
bar-beam configuration), the cherenkov solid angle sub- 
tended by the active area of a tube was calculated a priori, 
exploiting the fact that the beam angular divergence was 

very small. This calculated solid angle was used to correct 
the hit rates for geometric acceptance in analysis. 

The first selection cut was to verify the trigger condition 
using the offline readout info~ation. Events with hits in halo 

counters were rejected. Exactly one reconstructed track was 
required for each trigger. The reconstructed track position 

at the bar was required to lie within a chosen fiducial area 

(generally well within the bar). Events with extra MWPC 
hits (not used in reconstructing the single track) were re- 
jected. Events with a large number of PMT hits (more than 

four standard deviations beyond the number expected for 
eherenkov light Tom a single particle) were also rejected. 

The additional hits in these events are believed to come from 
Cherenkov light generated by halo particles traversing the 

water in the Standoff Box. This interpretation is consistent 
with the observed spatial dist~bution of the hits, their pulse 
height distribution, and the dependence of the occurrence 

of such events on beam conditions (see Section 6.10.1). 
An unambiguous PID in at least one of the beam line sys- 
tems was required, and the two were required to agree on 
the PID when the particle momentum allowed both to be 

used. 

The LED calibration system was not sufficiently uniform 

to allow a measurement of the relative PMT quantum ef- 
ficiencies. To account for tube-to-tube quantum efficiency 
variation, a relative 16% error was added in quadrature to 

the hit rate statistical errors. This additional 16% error made 
the x2 per degree of freedom average to about one for the 
fits to signal plus background for the runs at & = -20”. 

In many cases, this was the dominant error on the hit rate. 

While this formula treats a systematic effect statistically, it 
was found generally to give reasonable results as measured 
by fit quality parameters. In some cases a more sophisticated 
~eatment of the quantum efficiency unce~inty was used, 

as in Section 6.5. 

6.3. cherenkov angle resolution per photon 

6.2. Hit selection and forrection 

For each run, noisy electronics channels were identified 
using random-triggered data, and were removed from anal- 
yses of that run. In analyses requiring a consistent data set, 
the logical OR of the noisy channels over the set were re- 
moved. Electronics gains were computed in dedicated cali- 
bration runs immediately preceding the data runs, and were 
used to correct for channel-to-channel variations. PMT gains 
were measured for each run from the data, by fitting the sin- 
gle photon spectrum for each tube bundle. After correcting 
for the net gain, a common threshold set above the online 

The single photon 8, resolution of Prototype II is demon- 
strated in Fig. 9. This shows the distribution of corrected 
average hit rate versus reconstructed & for a subset of PMTs 
for pion data at @d = -20” and Z = 220 cm. The data plotted 

were restricted to the range /r&.1 < 0.3 rad, where the tubes 
had a good solid angle acceptance and hence high statistics. 
A Cherenkov signal is clearly visible, with a central value 
consistent with expectations. Residual background is also 
visible as a non-zero hit rate far from the Cherenkov peak. 
The composition of this residual background is discussed in 
Section 6.10. 

The data fit well to a Gaussian for the Cherenkov signal 
plus a Bat dist~bution for the background. The & reso- 
lution was defined as the Gaussian (T parameter of this 
fit. The single photon & resolution for pions was found 
to be 10.0 * 0.2mrad, in agreement with Monte Carlo 
expectations. Similar analysis of protons and electrons gave 
consistent results. No significant variation in this resolution 
with either Z (photon transmission distance down the bar) 
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Fig. 9. eherenkov angle (0,) dis~ibution of the hit rate for pions, fit to a Gaussian signal plus flat background. The fit result agrees well 
with the expected mean signal value of & = 825.2 mrad for pions at .4 GeV/c momentum. 
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Fig. 10. Number of hits per track for a tube on the cherenkov image, as a function of the effective bar transmission distance 2, when 
the Standoff Box mirror is disabled. The dot-dashed line indicates the position of the bar-end mirror. The data are fit by an exponentially 
damped sine function, with a discontinuity at the mirror (dotted curve). The fit results of 9.25 cm for the period and 97 cm for the damping 
length are in good agreement with calculations for this tube position. 

or q$ (photon position within the eherenkov ring) was ob- 
served, within the calculated errors of the data. The ability 
to measure the single photon 8, resolution was diminished 
by Ihe effect described in Section 6.4 at small Z, and by 
poor statistics at large I& /. 

6.4. Fine Z scan ana&& 

Fig. 10 plots the corrected hit rate as a function of 2 for 
a single tube over the fine Z scan data sample. These data 
were taken under altered conditions in that the Standoff Box 
mirror was disabled. The absence of a Standoff Box mirror 
means that any photon leaving the bar end headed towards 
the mirror was lost, while those headed towards the PMTs 

were detected normally. The data show an oscillation of 
the hit rate with Z, whose amplitude decays approximately 
exponentially. This effect can be understood by a simple 
model of the DIRC. 

The oscillations occur because the eherenkov photons 
travel the bar along a nearly predictable path. The pho- 
tons exit the bar bouncing either towards or away from the 
Standoff Box mirror, depending on their & and Z. The frac- 
tion of photons leaving the bar pointed towards the mirror 
is expected to oscillate as a function of Z with a period 
of 2t tan &, t being the thickness of the bar. This behavior 
is confirmed by the data shown in Fig. 10. 

The oscillation decay demonstrates that the photon prop- 
agation is not fuily predictable. The naturai dispersion in 
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the Cherenkov production angle gradually mixes the pho- 
ton paths. By the time the photons have propagated a few 

meters, this dispersion randomizes the phase of individual 
photon paths, washing out the oscillations. The damping rate 

of these oscillations is well reproduced by the Monte Carlo 

simulation. It should be noted that in the BABAR DIRC, the 

minimum photon transmission distance will be nearly two 
meters, and the average much more. 

The oscillation effect is greatly reduced when the Stand- 
off Box mirror is in place, as the mirror recovers most of the 

photons lost in Fig. IO. A residue however persists because 
of the imperfect mirror efficiency, and because the reflected 

image does not lie exactly on top of the direct image. This 
residual oscillation effect is sufficiently powerful to notice- 
ably distort the effective hit rate at small Z. The introduc- 

tion in the new BABAR DIRC design of a quartz wedge at 

the end of each bar will reduce these residual effects, since 
its reflectivity is nearly unity, and because it places the re- 

flected image more nearly on top of the direct image. 

The photoelec~on yield of Prototype II was measured 
with the coarse Z scan data. Another result of this analy- 
sis was the attenuation rate for Cherenkov photons as they 

traveled down the bar. This analysis proceeded in two steps. 

First, the photoelectron rate per-track at a given Z value was 
determined. This was defined as the area of the Gaussian 

in a Gaussian plus a flat background fit to the 0c distribu- 

tion of the hit rates (as in Fig. 9). The photoelectron rate 
was measured in the central region of Prototype II (approx- 

imately ]&I < 0.6 rad), where the acceptance corrections 
were small and well understood. Pion and proton fits were 
performed separately and then averaged. The photoelectron 
rate as a function of Z was then fit to a modified exponen- 

tial. The Prototype II photoelectron yield was defined as the 
extrapolation of this fit to zero transmission length, and the 

attenuation as the decay parameter in the exponential. 
In this analysis, a more sophisticated technique was 

needed to treat the unknown PMT quantum efficiencies. 
Because the same PMTs were illuminated at every Z, the 
quantum efficiency uncertainties were fully correlated be- 
tween measurements, and could not be treated statistically. 
Instead, the data itself was used to estimate the efficiencies 

and remove this uncertainty from the data. 
To do this, a single efficiency correction factor per tube 

was introduced simultaneously to the fits ofpion and proton 
samples for most of the Z scan data sample. Runs where 
residual oscillation effects (see Section 6.4) were believed 
to be large were not included in the tube efticiency determi- 
nation. The use of 11 runs gave 22 independent constraints 
on each tube efficiency. The hit rate weighted average cor- 
rection was constrained to unity. 

The corrected tube hit rates for the full Z scan data were 
adjusted for this efficiency before fitting for the photoelec- 
tron rate The statistical error on the efficiency fit was added 

in quadrature to the photoelectron rate errors, before fitting 
for the photoelectron yield, as a coherent effect across Z. An 

error was also added for the estimated 0.9 mrad uncertainty 
in the 8, position of the PMTs on the image plane. This 
error was propagated to the hit rates. as was the efficiency 
factor error. 

For data at small Z, the oscillation effect described in 
Section 6.4 also affected the hit rates. This was accommo- 

dated by adding to the photoelectron rate errors an estimate 
of the effective error induced by the residual oscillation ef- 
fect. This error was estimated from the data as the root tnean 
squared of the difference in the hit rates for small changes in 

2. These errors dominate the hit rate errors for Z < 1 meter, 
but are negligible for Z > 2.4 m. 

The area of the Gaussian at each Z value was converted 
into a measure of the Cherenkov quality factor No, This is 

defined by the relation Ebb”,,, x NO x sin’ (I, = the number 
of photoelectrons detected per centimeter of radiator over 

the acceptance of Prototype II. This definition of NO differs 
slightly from the one conventionally used with threshold 
Cherenkov detectors [20] in that the geometric acceptance 

Ebb”,,,, which accounts for the truncation of the Cherenkov 
cone and for the partial coverage of the image plane by 
PMTs, has been explicitly extracted. In this de~nition, No is 
propo~ional to the product of the photodetection efficiency 

and the collection efficiency acoil. which accounts for the 
light losses during photon transmission and reflection. A nu- 
merical estimate for c:cuii is given in Section 65.1. For the 

DIRC NO is a function of Z. 
Fig. 11 shows the measurements of No(Z) versus Z. 

The data are fit to an exponential with a discontinuity at 
Z = 24Ocm. to account for reflection loss at the bar-end 

mirror. The fit gives a x’ of 24 for 18 degrees of freedom, 
and the fitted values for the three parameters are 

No(O)= 106.9 ct 1.3cm-‘. 

a~enuation per meter = 4.1 i 0.7%, 

loss at the mirror = 11.4 i 1.5%. 

The errors quoted above are those returned from the fit, 
and so include the ml1 statistical and systematic error on the 
photon rates. but not any systematic error due to the fit model 
itself. In this fit the potential loss of light at the glue joint 
at Z = 120 cm (and Z = 360cm) is ignored. Fits with this 
loss as a free parameter were also performed. The glue joint 
light loss could not be measured precisely and was found to 
be consistent with zero within two standard deviations. Lab 
measurements and other tests also indicate a negligible light 
loss at the glue joint. Neglecting the glue joint loss leads 
to a conservative (larger) estimate of the attenuation, and 
has no effect on the estimate of No(O). In the final BABAR 
DIRC the same configuration (namely a 1.2 mm long quartz 

bar followed by a glue joint) will be repeated four times. 
The result of the fit performed without explicit inclusion of 
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Fig. II. NO as a function of the effective bar ~smission distance 2 for the coarse Z scan at i& = rt 20’ and 5.4GeVjc momentum. Pion and 
proton samples are averaged in the data points shown, The discontinuity at Z = 240 cm accounts for the end mirror reflectivity. A possible 

loss at the glue joint (for Z = I20 cm and Z = 360 cm) was not included in this fit. The scale at the right indicates the average number of 

signal photons extracted from a ring fit in the range i&l < I .O rad. 

the glue joint thus defines an effective attenuation in quartz 
relevant for the BABAR DIRC. 

This meas~ement of the a~enuation value agrees well 
with a full Monte Carlo simulation, which includes the 
spectral response of the PMTs, the spectral transmission of 
bulk natural quartz, and an internal reflection coefficient of 
0.9995 [lo]. This last is somewhat smaller than recent direct 

measurements performed on bars made of synthetic quartz 
(synthetic quartz will be used in the BABAR DIRC for radia- 

tion hardness reasons [21]). This measured attenuation value 
is better (smaller) than the one used to estimate the physics 
performance of the BABAR DIRC in the BABAR TDR [ZJ. 

Systematic errors on these results were estimated by vary- 
ing the analysis cuts. Changing the hit selection threshold 
by a factor of two had a negligible effect on the results. 
Changing the #: range of tubes used for the fit also had no 
appreciable effect. In these and other checks, additional sys- 
tematic errors were found to be negligible compared to the 
fit errors, which contain the systematic errors on quantum 
efficiency unce~ainty. position unce~ainty, and the oscilla- 
tion effect. 

6.51. Collection #iciency and No estimate 
To facilitate comparing this No measurement with 

other NO measurements. the effects peculiar to the Pro- 

totype II test setup implicit in &,,I) must be divided out. 
There is no way to measure Al directly from the data. 
However, a reaiistic estimate of ~~~11 at Z = 0 can be cal- 

culated by combining expected light-loss effects from the 
different parts of Prototype II. Simple optical calculations 
show that about 2% of the photons are lost at the interface 

of each of the two quartz windows. Lab tests have shown 

the reflectivity of the Standoff Box mirror was 88% prior to 
installation in the wavelength range relevant for Prototype 

II. and 80.6 i 0.5% after two months in the water. Since 
on average 50% of the light is direct, and assuming a 84% 
reflectivity, this contributes 8% to the net photon loss. Light 

absorption in the Standoff Box water was estimated as 10% 
per meter over an average distance of 1.2 m. The threshold 
cut for defining a hit was analyzed using the data and found 
to remove 7% of the real photons. 

Combining these losses gives the estimate E~,,II = 73% at 
2 = 0, which leads to: 

N~{O)~&~‘,,, = 146 i 1.8 i 9 cm-‘. 

The first error comes from the NO fit error, the second from 
an estimated 30% uncertainty in the light loss estimates. 
This value is in agreement with the value of 137 cm-’ that 
was used for perfo~ance estimates of the BABAR DIRC in 
the BABAR TDR [Z]. 
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6.6. dherenkov ungle resolution per truck 

To measure N, for a single particle (track), the individ- 
ual & measurements from the different hits in a single event 
must be combined. Because of the backgrounds and non- 
uniform acceptance in Prototype II, this combination was 
best performed using a maximum likelihood fit. The parent 
function used to describe the data in hr, was a Gaussian sig- 
nal plus a flat back~ound. The width of the Gaussian was 
fixed to the 10.0 mrad value measured with single hits (see 
Section 6.3). The amplitude of the signal was set accord- 
ing to the tube acceptance (as a fiunction of &), while the 
background amplitude was assumed to be independent of 
4,. The free parameters of the fit were the position of the 
Cherenkov ring and the total number of background photo- 
electrons. The number of signal photoelectrons was trivially 
extracted by subtracting the number of background pho- 
toelectrons from the total. The fit included all hits within 
the range / & I< 1 .O rad and 760 mrad < 0, < 980 mrad, about 
85% of the Prototype II PMTs. 

The ring fit analysis was performed on the same data sam- 
ple used to measure the photoelec~on yield and attenuation, 
namely the NLj = i 20” 5.4 GeV/c coarse 2 scan data. This 
provided several results, as summarized below: 

- The distribution of the fitted number of signal photo- 
electrons was observed to agree well with the expected 
Poisson dis~bution. For the run at Z = 260 cm the av- 
erage number of signal photoelectrons was measured to 
be 10. Given the greater tube density and larger cover- 
age, this corresponds to an expected average of 20 sig- 
nal photoelectrons in the BABAR DIRC for similar tracks 
(in the BABAR DIRC, a track dip angle of 20” is very 
near the minimum for the number of detected photoelec- 
trons. Some other angles give over twice as many accepted 
photoelectrons). 

- The number of signal photoelectrons as a function of Z 
was used to extract a value for the attenuation and mirror 
loss independent of the method described in Section 6.5. 
The results were consistent within I standard deviation 
for both quantities. These fits were used to establish the 
scale of the number of photoelectrons that is shown on 
the right hand side of Fig. 11. 

- The track Bc resolution was fit to a standard form as a func- 
tion of the observed number of signal photoelectrons NT. 
The resolution was measured as the standard deviation of 
the track fit NC values, according to the number of sig- 
nal photoelectrons NY. The fit function parameterized the 
track 0, resolution as: 

The free parameters in the fit were o-s and 00. crs can 
be interpreted as the effective single photon 0, resolu- 
tion, while CTO modeled coherent resolution effects, such 
as the track angular resolution, or tube mis-alignments. 

The quantity f modeled the expected resolution deterio- 
ration due to the background, as calculated using Monte 
Carlo. For the measured background rate, f’ was deter- 
minedtorangefroml.12atNY=15tol.25forNY=5. 
The extracted value crs = 9.9 + 0.3 mrad is consistent with 
the single photon Q, resolution quoted in Section 6.3. The 
extracted value CTO = I. I 3~ 0.3 mrad is consistent with es- 
timates of tracking errors and tube mis-alignments. 

6.7. Frorotype If particle ~~enti~c~tion 

The particle identification power of Prototype II was mea- 
sured for pions and protons at 5.4 GeV/c. At this momentum, 
the & separation between pion and proton cherenkov rings 
has the same value as between pions and kaons at 2.8 GeV/c. 
The moment 2.8GeV/c corresponds roughly to that of 
decay products from a two-body B” decay in BABAR hit- 
ting the DIRC bar at the same 20” value of &. In this decay 
mode, pionikaon separation is essential for the physics goal 
of the BABAR experiment. Thus the pion/proton separation 
at 5.4 GeV/c tests the performance of Prototype II in a sit- 
uation relevant for the BABAR DIRC. 

The particle separation power was defined as the differ- 
ence in the 0, peak position values for the track fits described 
above, divided by the root mean squared of the pion track 0, 
distribution. This is shown in Fig. 12. The pion track & root 
mean squared was measured for data at Z = 220 cm (to be far 
from the coherent effect region), and found to be 3.6 mrad. 
The peak separation was measured in the same data to be 
13 mrad, consistent with expectations. These together give 
a pion/proton PID power for Prototype II of 3.6 standard 
deviations. 

The PID power of Prototype II was also studied using the 
moment scan data taken at Bd = 20”. The limited 0, cov- 
erage of Prototype 11 restricted the usable momentum range 
to above 3 GeV/c. The results of this study are shown in 
Fig. 13. This plots the track & value for pions and protons 
averaged over a full run. The data were fit to the known 0, 
momentum dependence, with the quartz index of refraction 
nq as a free parameter. The fit gave n, = 1.474 i 0.001 fsta- 
tistical error only), in good agreement with a detailed Monte 
Carlo study. 

6.8. Adjlcent bar cross-talk 

To test for possible light cross-talk between adjacent bars, 
Prototype II was re-fitted with a bar box containing two short 
( 1.2 m long) adjacent and parallel bars. The bars were sep- 
arated in the x direction by a 75 pm air gap along their full 
length. For these tests Prototype II was rotated 10” around 
the bar axis, which insured that the photon paths included 
bounces offthe nearest-neighbor bar surfaces. In this config- 
uration, photons bouncing down one bar could conceivably 
‘escape’ and re-enter the other bar, generating light cross- 

talk, The PMT layout for these runs at cp = 10” is shown on 
the right side of Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 12. therenkov angle per track for pions and protons at 5.4 GeV/c, with 2 = 220 cm. 

Runs were taken in this configuration for various beam x 

(transverse) positions across the bars. Simple photoelectron 
counting as a function of x was used to locate the x position 
of the bar gap (the variation in photoelectron rate across 

a bar edge will be a powerful method for aligning the BABAR 
DIRC from data). Once the gap was located, the beam was 
directed into the center of one or the other bar, far from the 

gap. 
Data taken in the bar centers were used to establish the 

position of the Cherenkov images generated by each bar. 

The distribution of hits in the image plane was fit to the usual 
single Gaussian signal plus a flat background. As expected, 
the image positions from the different bars were found to 
be separated by an amount equal to the separation between 
the bar centers (4cm). This separation was best detectable 
in the branches of the Cherenkov image at large 1 C#I~ 1, where 
the image cuts across the x direction. Only tubes at large 
1 qbc 1 were used for the cross-talk measurement. 

Once the positions of the different images were estab- 
lished, a new fit was performed allowing for the presence 
of a second cross-talk peak at the position of the other bar’s 
signal. The fit value for the amplitude of this second peak 
was found to be consistent with zero, providing no evidence 
for light cross-talk. Taking only the statistical errors on the 

fit, a 95% confidence level upper limit on the light cross-talk 
was set at 3.0%. 

6.9. Timing resolution 

Some of the Prototype II PMT bundles were equipped 

with combined TDC/ADC readout electronics [22], as de- 
scribed in Section 3.3.1. In the BABAR DIRC, all the PMTs 

will be equipped with TDCs. The timing information they 
provide will be used to reduce backgrounds, in particular 
arising from other tracks in an event. Simulation studies have 
shown that this background rejection is important for ring 

pattern recognition. The effectiveness of this background re- 
jection depends on the timing resolution. This was measured 
in Prototype II using the timing information. Prototype II 
timing information was also used to analyze the different 
sources of background, as presented in Section 6.10. 

The timing resolution was studied in Prototype II in data 
taken at 0d = 0”. In this configuration the Cherenkov light 
is split into two parts, one proceeding directly to the image 
plane, the other first bouncing off the mirror at the far end 
of the bar. These two images are spatially degenerate, but 
well separated in time due to the different path lengths. 
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Fig. 13. Average therenkov angle as a function of incident particle momentum (in GeV:c-), for pions (open circles) and for protons (full 
circles). The result of a fit for the effective refractive index of the quartz is also shown. 

An exampIe of these data are shown in Fig. 14. This plots 
the arrival time for hits in TDC-equipped PMTs. The plot 
clearly exhibits the two peaks expected for the therenkov 

signal, one each for direct and bar-end mirror reflected pho- 

tons. The late arriving peak is associated with the reflected 
signal, and is smaller than the direct signal peak due to pho- 
ton attenuation during bar transmission and reflection loss 
at the end-mirror. 

The data in Fig. 14 were corrected for several effects. The 

relative time offset of the different PMTs coming from the 
combined effects of PMT transit time, electronic signal ef- 

fects, and light propagation in the bar, have been subtracted. 
These offsets were measured from the data for each channel 
by compa~ng the time peak positions for data at different 
Z values. The TDC information was corrected for several 
small electronics problems. including a small correlation be- 
tween the ADC and TDC values (due to slewing). The ab- 
solute time/count relation was determined offline. 

The timing resolution was extracted from a fit to the data, 
as shown in Fig. 14. The fit included two Gaussian signal 
peaks plus a polynomial background. The timing resolution 
is the same for the direct and the reflected light and was 
measured to be 2.4 & 0.1 3 0.3 ns (statistical and systematic 
errors). The systematic error comes from an asymmetry in 

the TDC signal spectra, which is due to charge-time corre- 

lations and transit time differences for different hit locations 
on the photo-cathode. The measured resolution is consistent 
with the transit time fluctuations expected for these PMTs 

(2 ns). The BABAR DIRC will use PMTs with a 1.8 ns tran- 
sit time spread [7]. 

As was noted in Fig. 9, residual background is present 
in the Prototype II data even after random effects are sub- 
tracted. The remaining background rate is small relative to 

the signal (12.0 f 0.5 x I Om3 hits per tube and per event, 
about 5% of the signal at the peak). By comparison, the in- 
trinsic ‘background’ from the crossing rings created by real 
tracks in Be events at BABAR (on average six tracks per 
event) is expected to be a few percent of the peak signal. 

To understand the origin of this background, special 
studies were performed. These attempted to distinguish 
backgrounds which were unique to Prototype II and its test 
enviro~ent from those intrinsic to the DIRC concept, in 
order to predict the background rate for the BABAR DIRC. 
These studies were performed on different data samples, 
not all taken under identical Prototype II configurations 
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Fig. 14. Arrival time of eherenkov photons for a run at Oh = 0°, z = 20 cm, for 5.4 GeV/‘c pions. The time origin is taken at the interface 
between the quartz bar and the water. The peak at smaller time corresponds to direct photons. the one at larger time to reflected photons. 

The data are fit to two Gaussians plus a pol~omial background. 

and beam conditions. A number of potential background 
sources are discussed in the following sections. 

610.1. Random hackgrounds und hem-rehted 
bnckyrounds 

Purely random backgrounds (thermal electrons in the 
PMTs, electronic noise, cosmic rays, radioactivity. light 

leaks, and time independent beam-related backgrounds) 
were treated statistically using the random-triggered data 

as described in the analyses presented above. The random 
background rate is purely a function of the detector equip- 
ment and environment, and so can be estimated directly for 
the BABAR DIRC without the use of the test beam data. 
Thus the specific makeup and sources of the Prototype 11 
random background were not investigated. 

Due to the pulsed nature of the beam, a random trig- 

ger was not adequate to eliminate fully the beam-related 
backgrounds. The beam halo created backgrounds in Proto- 
type I1 either by striking the Standoff Box and generating 
Cherenkov photons in the water, or by striking the quartz 
bar and generating an additional Cherenkov image. The for- 
mer background was studied in part using the correlations 
with the veto counters located against the Standoff Box. The 
observed high multiplicity of hits for these events (69 It. 2 

hits per event in average) was well reproduced by the Monte 
Carlo simulation. The occurrence of such events as a func- 

tion of the beam position with respect to the Standoff Box 
matched expectations. This background was removed by 

a set of cuts on total multiplicity and bundle occupancies. 
It will be present at some level in the BABAR DIRC, with 

a muon halo accompanying the beams, but the rate should 
be modest (of order 1 kHz), and its nuisance reduced by the 

fact that the BABAR Standoff Box will have fewer reflecting 

surfaces. 
The remaining beam-related background was shown to 

be independent of whether the triggering track hit the bar 
or not. Special runs, where the beam was not centered on 
the bar, were used to estimate this background. The cor- 
rected hit rates measured in such a special run are shown in 

Fig. 15. The left side plot shows the hit rate for events in 
which the track hit the bar, fit to a Gaussian signal plus flat 
background. The right side shows the same data where the 
hit rate for events in which the track did not hit the bar has 
been subtracted, removing the correlated beam background. 
The data are consistent with a fit to a flat background, but 
the statistics are insufficient to rule out other possible back- 
ground d~st~but~ons (such as a wider Gaussian). The Pro- 
totype 11 beam background is clearly specific to that device 
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Fig. 15. Hit rate 0, distribution for 5.4 GeV/c pions at 0, = 20”. Both plots were corrected for random background by subtracting the random 

trigger hit rate. The distribution on the left was not corrected for beam-related background. The distribution on the right was corrected for 
beam-related background by subtracting the hit rate from a special run in which the beam missed the bar. The remaining background is 

associated with tracks generating the eherenkov image 

and those tests, and cannot be extrapolated to the BABAR 

DIRC. There is a small residual background, however, that 

seems intrinsic to the DIRC concept, and will be present at 
some level in the BABAR data. This background is discussed 

in more detail in the next section. 

610.2. Track-related backgrounds 
Fig. 15 demonstrates that a small amount of background 

in the Prototype II data (3.5 f 0.7 x 10e3 hits per tube and 
per event, about 1.5% of the signal at the peak) does not 
come from random or beam related effects, but is instead 
associated with the track itself. This can also be demon- 
strated by looking at the time distributions for a PMT bun- 
dle far away from the Cherenkov ring, as shown on Fig. 16. 

On the left part of the plot, the triggering particle does 
not cross the bar, and the time distribution due to ran- 

dom and beam-related background is flat. The right part 
of the plot shows the time distribution for the same bun- 
dle when the particle crosses the bar. A relationship with 
the track crossing the bar is demonstrated from the narrow 
in-time peak in the background time spectrum (the con- 
stant background level also slightly increased). The hypoth- 
esis of an electronic cross talk origin for this peak was 
ruled out. 

This track-related component of the background was stud- 
ied. The two main features of this background are that its 
level is flat in &, even far from the signal, and that it stays 

in-time with eherenkov photons independent of the consid- 

ered PMT position. The latter feature indicates that the back- 

ground photons propagate in the bar with angles similar to 
those of eherenkov photons. 

Possible physical origins for the track-related background 
are as follows: 

- Rejected cherenkov light. While the Prototype II image 

plane only accepted 60” of the eherenkov image, the rest 
of the image at large & values still entered the Standoff 
Box. Because the Standoff Box interior was reflective 
(unpainted aluminum), the remaining photons could have 
reflected to the image plane and generated background 
hits. Even though the aluminum surface of the Standoff 
Box was rough, it is difficult to explain how the reflected 

eherenkov photons could generate the observed homoge- 
neous spatial distribution. The reflected eherenkov light 
background does not translate to the BABAR DIRC, as 
that will have a non-reflecting inner surface. 

- Delta-ray dherenkov light. The delta-rays generated by 
the track passing through the bar can themselves gener- 
ate cherenkov photons. Simple calculations of this effect 
give a background rate of 5% relative to the main sig- 
nal, with a wide spatial distribution. Even though they are 
correlated with the track, these photons would not produce 
the observed background in-time peak over the full image 
plane. They may however contribute to the observed in- 
crease in the overall (time uncorrelated) background rate 
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Fig. 16. Timing signal for the tubes of a bundle located far away from the eherenkov image, when the triggering particle does not cross 

the quartz bar (on the left side), and when it does (on the right side). 

associated with a track in the bar. Delta-ray background 

will also be present in the BABAR DIRC. 
_ Non-cherenkov light. Cherenkov radiation is not the only 

effect which generates light when particles pass through 
matter. In particular, some scintillation light is expected. 
Direct measurements ofthis effect in a dedicated test beam 
showed it to be very small [23]. Furthermore, the prop- 
agation time distribution of scintillation photons would 
be different from that observed for track-related back- 

ground. Scintillation light background is not expected to 
contribute in any noticeable way to the BABAR DIRC 
background. 

- Scattered cherenkou Eight. The transmission coeflicients 
of the bar, water, mirrors, and interfaces of Prototype 

II were not unity. If the light lost to the cherenkov 
image during tmnsmission were scattered instead of ab- 

sorbed, it could reappear as background. However, the 
track-related background rate was observed not to de- 
pend on Z, and its timing dist~bution showed the same 
Z dependence as the signal. Consequently, scattering in 
the bar was ruled out as the dominant source of track- 
related background. While scattering after the photons 
exited the bar would produce the observed in-time peak 
of the track-related background, it was not possible to 
identify an obvious source of scattering through visual 
inspection of the windows and mirrors. Furthermore, 
dedicated runs with the water drained from the Standoff 
Box showed comparable track-related background rates, 
eliminating the water as a significant scattering source. 
Scattered eherenkov light back~ound could also be 

present in the BABAR DIRC, but its magnitude remains 
uncertain. 

These studies were unable to identify a single coherent 

model of track-related background. The possibility that sev- 
eral different sources might have combined to produce the 
observed background cannot be excluded. However, the to- 
tal observed track-related background rate was small. If the 
BABAR DIRC experiences the same rate of track-related 
background, it will not appreciably impact its expected per- 

formance. 

7. Conclusions 

The DIRC has many attractive features and is well 
matched to the requirements for a particle identification 
device in the BaBar detector at the PEP-II B Factory. In 
particular, the final system is expected to yield excellent 
n/K separation of nearly four standard deviations or better 
over the entire acceptance region for all of the products 
from B decay. An extensive prototype program, progressing 
through a number of different prototypes [6]. demonstmted 

that the principles of operation were well understood. 
and provided initial estimates of performance which were 
incorporated into studies made in the BABAR TDR [2]. 

The beam tests of the large scale Prototype II, described 
in this paper, have refined these earlier measurements and 
have confirmed the stable and robust operation of the DIRC 
concept. A wide variety of studies were performed with 



this system to address a spectrum of mechanical and system 
performance issues. These studies include data taken at a va- 

riety of different incident angles, track position along the bar, 
and momenta, with different particle types. The Prototype 
11 mechanical realization, though not completely optimized, 

performed very well. Operationally, the system was stable, 
and ran smoothly. High quality data were taken through- 

out all run periods. No water leaks developed during oper- 

ations and the water remained transparent over the typical 
two week run periods without re-circulation. Operation of 

the photomultiplier tubes in water during the final run peri- 
ods was also completely satisfactory. 

The measured behavior for single photons was consis- 
tent with design expectations, and confirmed the experience 

with earlier prototypes. In particular. the observed single 
photon resolution was 10.0 * 0.2 mrad, as expected, and es- 
sentially independent of particle type, track position in the 

bar, or eherenkov azimuthal angle. The effective total pho- 

ton attenuation length near the image center, following bar 
cleaning, was measured to be 4.1 f 0.7% per meter of bar 
length at a track angle of 20’, substantially better than 

seen in earlier prototypes, and consistent with direct opti- 
cal test bench measurements of the bars. After correcting 

for geometrical acceptance and estimated collection effects. 
the number of photoelectrons observed was measured to 
be 146 ?K 1.8 & 9 cm-‘. at zero transmission distance. This 
value is consistent with earlier prototypes results and with 

the value used in simulations for the TDR performance ts- 
timates. Scans across the gap region between bars showed 
that there is no measurable cross talk between bars mounted 
in close proximity side-by-side. Finally, the relationship be- 

tween timing and photon position at the detector was shown 
to be very useful for background rejection. The single pho- 
ton timing resolution of 2,4 ns was dominated, as expected, 
by the transit time spread of the PMTs used in the test. 

Track based results combined the single photons together 
with tracking to produce identification information for each 

track. The results obtained depended on track momentum 

and dip angle, the number of photons observed. and other 
factors, in agreement with simulations. For example, the 
separation observed between 5.4 GeV:c pions and protons 
at ft,, = 20” was 3.6 standard deviations for tracks 220 cm 
from the Standoff Box. The resolution was observed to scale 
approximately as the square root of the number of photons, 
with a small residual term of about 1.1 mrad coming from 

correlated factors such as track multiple scattering in the 
bar, and residual alignment uncertainties. The effective in- 
dex of refraction of the quartz radiator was measured to 
be ny = 1.474 Erom a direct fit to the momentutn dependent 

cherenkov angle. 
In conclusion, the tests were very successful and no sig- 

nificant, unanticipated variance in performance as a func- 
tion of the position or angle of the track in the DIRC bar 
was observed. All tests planned for this prototype are now 
complete, and design. engineering, and construction of the 
BABAR DIRC are underway. 
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